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Long-lived distributed systems, such as server clusters,
content distribution networks, peer-to-peer systems, and
sensor networks, require changes (upgrades) to their soft-
ware over time to fix bugs, add features, and improve per-
formance. These systems are large, so it is impractical
for an administrator to upgrade nodes manually (e.g., via
remote login). Instead, upgrades must propagate automat-
ically, but the administrator may still require control over
the order and rate at which nodes upgrade to avoid in-
terrupting service or to test an upgrade on a few nodes.
Upgrades may happen slowly, so there may be long peri-
ods of time when some nodes are upgraded and others are
not. Nonetheless, the system as a whole should continue
to provide service.

The goal of our research is to support automatic up-
grades for such systems and to enable them to provide
service during upgrades. Earlier approaches to automat-
ically upgrading distributed systems [8–10, 15, 16, 19] or
distributing software over networks [1–7, 14, 23] do lit-
tle to ensure continuous service during upgrades. The
Eternal system [25], the Simplex architecture [22], and
Google [13] enable specific kinds of systems to provide
service during upgrades, but they do not provide general
solutions.

An automatic upgrade system must:

• propagate upgrades to nodes automatically
• provide a way to control when nodes upgrade
• enable the system to provide service when nodes are

running different versions
• provide a way to preserve the persistent state of

nodes from one version to the next

To address these requirements, our approach includes an
upgrade infrastructure, scheduling functions, simulation
objects, and transform functions.

The upgrade infrastructure enables rapid dissemination
of upgrade information and flexible monitoring and con-
trol of upgrade progress. The infrastructure consists of
four kinds of components: an upgrade server that pub-
lishes new system upgrades; an upgrade database that
provides a shared whiteboard for upgrade coordination
and monitoring; per-node upgrade managers that install
new upgrades on nodes; and per-node upgrade layers that
enable nodes running different versions to communicate.

Upgrade managers run procedures called scheduling
functions (SFs) to determine when their nodes should up-
grade. Different SFs enable different scheduling policies,
e.g., one SF can implement rapid (though disruptive) dis-
semination of critical updates, while another can upgrade
nodes gradually to minimize service disruption.

Upgrade layers run adapters called simulation objects
(SOs) to enable a node to behave as though it were run-
ning multiple versions simultaneously. Unlike previous
approaches that propose similar adapters [12,21,25], ours
includes correctness criteria to ensure that simulation ob-
jects reflect node state consistently across different ver-
sions. These criteria require that some interactions made
via SOs must fail; we identify when such failure is neces-
sary and, conversely, when it is possible to provide service
between nodes running different versions.

Transform functions (TFs) are procedures that convert
a node’s persistent state from one version to the next. Our
contribution is to show how TFs interact with SOs to en-
sure that nodes upgrade to the correct new state. This en-
ables more powerful forms of cross-version compatibility
than have been proposed in earlier work.

Our approach takes advantage of the fact that long-lived
systems are robust. They tolerate node failures: nodes are
prepared for failures and know how to recover to a consis-
tent state. This means that we can model a node upgrade
as a soft restart. Robust systems also tolerate commu-
nication problems: remote procedure calls may fail, and
callers know how to compensate for such failures. This
means that we can use a failure response when calls occur
at inopportune times, e.g., when a node is upgrading or
when a node’s simulation object is unable to carry out the
requested action. We want to minimize such failures; our
correctness criteria define when this is possible.

We are implementing a prototype of our upgrade infras-
tructure in C++. We have implemented the upgrade man-
ager and upgrade layer as a session-layer handler using
the TESLA toolkit [20]. This enables us to add the up-
grade layer to unmodified legacy applications. We have
implemented the upgrade server and upgrade database as
an SFS file system [18]. The enables nodes to access new
upgrades securely over the network via a local file sys-
tem interface. Over the next few months, we will be eval-
uating several upgrade scenarios, including upgrades to
Thor [17], Chord [24], NFS [11], and SFS [18].
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